CHAPTER VI
FORJLl TlON OF THE GERH-LA YERS

Tim period that we are now about to examine is marked by
extensive movements of parts of the segmented egg as a result
of which the organs are formed. During the segmentation-

period the cells retain, as we lHwe seen, the position in which

they ¡trise, but with the appearance of the blastopore a new
period is initiated in which extcnsi ve movements of cells and
groups of cells take place.
His's EXPERDfEXTS WITH ELASTIC PLATES

His C~)4), from his studies of the behavior of elastic plates,
has concluded tlHtt man.y of the phenomena of the develop-

ing embryo are the mechanical result of the tensions set up
in the different layers. In the embryo the s!i)ving, compres-

sion, or extension is supposed to result from the unequal growth
of different parts. \Vhen a cell-plate lifts itself up into a fold,
as a result of more rapid growth in that region than elsew hcre,

there is present on the concave side a positive tension C- Druckspannung") and on the convex side ¡t negative tension. U ndcr

these eondi tions the cells become eonical,i. e. they are small on

the concave side and broad on the convex side of the fold.
Kwh emlwyonic cell tends of itself to become spheric¡tl and only
the sUlTounding conditions, resulting from the growth of sur-

rounding parts, determine the shape of each cell at any period
of development. His has tried to explain many of the changes
taking place in the early embryo as the result of this simple

folding principle. The inrolling of the medullary plate, the
formation of the eye-outgrowth from this plate, the formation

of the mouth-cavity and the gil-slit-folds, etc., are examples of
some of these changes. His pointed out how closely the forms
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taken by man,y of these structures in the embryo resemble

th0 folds that caii be produccd mechanically by pulling out or

pushing in a thin elastic plate of rubber. If this interpretation
is true, it mcans that at different peri0l1s in the development,
regions of morc rapid gi'owth appear, now here, now there, and
as a mechanical result of the conditions present, such structures
as the medullary folds, the eye-outgrowths, etc., are produced.
The cells elmnge their shape in response to sUlTol1Hling conditions,i.e. they do not by their individual activity' or iiOVC-

ment change their shape to produce the successive changes of

the embryo, but the shape of many cells is changed as the
result of gl')\vth or increase in mass of certain regions. 1"01'

instance, a cell becomes conical not through its own initiative,
but because the sUlTounding pressure forces it into a conical
shape.
THE Fcm:\rATrC¡:\ OF TIrE Ei\lllYC) BY Co:\cimsCE:\CE
The period of overgrowth of the blastopore when the so
calledlH'oeess of gastl'lation is going on hal\ been deseribed in

Chapter V. \Ve may now follow the elmnges that take place

ûû (:

in the interior of the eo'o' durino' that time.

When the dOl'sallip of the blastopore appears, the cells have
shown little tencleney to arrange themselves into sheets 01'
layers. lIowever, even when the segmentation-cavity is covered

by a roof of small eells, the cells of the outer layer have begun
to flatten against one another n.ncl to form a thin layer of cell:

over the outer sÙdace of the black hemisphere. In the lower
hemisphere the larger white cells (10 not show such an arrangement. In the equatorial region, where the black and white

cells meet, a careful examination of sections will show that
there exists a more 01' less defined ring of cells stretching
around the embryo, fonning a broad zone (Fig. i'-i,D). The

ÚUW¡' eells of this ring contain a good deal of pigment arouid

the nuclei. The yolk-granules of these inner cells are smaller
than the yolk-grauules in the large white cells of the lower
hemisphere, and the cells of the ring seem to contain also a

larger amount of clear protoplasm. This iuner zone of cells
passes,.

on the one hand, by insensible gradations into the cells

of the outer surface of the ring and internally it is continuous
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with the inner region of large yolk-cells. 1'7i8 ¡'iiiy af' ce1l8,
a88ub8equellt development 8hou'8, i8 the beginniii:i af the emlJi,1lo,
and the ringit8eU' is compo8ed iif the material which 8ub8eqnentl,IJ

j())'1I8 t/ic centl'al iwrUOU8 8,18tem, the me8odenn, the iiotoclwrd, and

It purt III the endoderm. An undei'standing of the subseciueiit
Üevelopment depenÜs on a knowledge of the changes that take

place in this ring.
The material of the ring is intimately involved in the movements that take place during the overgrowth of the lower

hemisphere by the lips of the blastopore. Dnring this period,
we must picture to ourselves the ring as rising up and drawing
together over the lower white hemisphere, so that ultimately

it leaves its equatorial position and its halves coiie together to
form the embryo. (Fig. 24, A, 13, C.)
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FIG. 2l.-Diagrams ilustrating germ-ring and concrescence of lips of blastopore.
As the dorsal

lip of the blastopore progresses over the white

hemisphere, its pl'gress is due to the movement anc1 fusion

along a meridian of the material of the eq uatorÜtl ring. ìVe
are to think of the material of the ring as moving toward the
midclle line from the right and llj't siÜes (for with the establishment of the dorsal lip the riiig becomes bilateral) and

fusing continuously in the dorsal lip (Fig. 2-1). The aÜvanee
of the blastopore is merely the expression of the absorption
into its dorsal

lip of the material of the two sides of the ring.

As soon as the material from the sides reaches the median line

in the dorsal lip of the blastopore, it remains stationary and

neiv material is added behind that just laiÜ down. The material of the eq uatol'ial ring is thus calTied into a lleridÜ,li of
the egg. ìVith the disappearance of the yolk-plug below the
F
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surface, the final stages of overgrowth are completed. The
yen tmllip of the blastopOle has moved somewhat forward, as
previously explained, and this slight fOlward movement prolm-

bly takes place by the growth toward the median line of the
lip.
material at the sides of the ventral
There are other clHlnges closely bound up with the preceding

phenomena and, although these changes take place simultaneously, it will be necessary first to consider them separately, and
then to try to combine them into a single statement. The
changes involve, 1) the formation of the archenteron, 2) the

progression of the blastoporie riii oyer the lower hemisphere,
3) the origin of the middle layer or mesoderm.
TiU; FOIDIATIO:: OF THE AIWHEXTERO~

1) \Vhen the dorsal lip appears, certain cells pull away from
the surface, leaving their outer pigmented ends exposed for a time
(Fig. 15, D, Fig. 12, H). These cells are near the border-line

between the black and white regions, but lie distinctly amongst

the white cells. The next change involves ,the sinking in beneath the surface of the region in which these cells ,ire present.
The dorsal
lip of the blastopore now begiiis its movement over

the lower hemisphere. From the surface we can see that the
crescent becomes longer and longer, the hol's extending out-

wards along the black-white border but well within the white.

The same changes that took place where the dorsal lip first
appeared, now take place also wherever the crescent extends.
First certain superficial cells pull into the interior of the egg
leaving only their pigmented ends at the surface, and then this
area of pigment sinks below the general surface. Simultane-

ously the edges of the blastopore roll over the inturned (invaginated) cells. The same chang'cs also take place at the posterior
or ventral
lip of the blastopore, when the two horns of the lateral li ps have met there. It is necessary to examine sections

that have been cut in several planes in order to follow the
changes that take plaee during the further overgrowth of the

blastopore. If we examine a median longitudinal (sagittal)

section at the time when the dorsal lip has just begnn to roll
over, we find (Fig. 25, A) that a narrow space is left between

the dorsal lip and the surface of the lower hemisphere over
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lip has begun to rolL. \Ve find, at the upper

end of this crevice, the pigmented ends of those cells that were
previously at the surface. During later stages the space, which

we may at once speak of as the archenteron, becomes longer,
due to a further progression of the dorsal lip over the white

hemisphere. If the
section were taken
somew hat to one side

of the median line,
the length of the archenteron would be

found to be less than

in the median line,
because the rolling in
has been relatively
less. If we make a

section at right angles
to the last in the plane
Y -Z, in Fig. 1D, A,

we cut the two horns
or ends of the cres-

cent. The cavity on

FlG. 25,-A (small figure inside B). Longitudinal

eaeh side is just be-

section throngh young einliryo. B. Cross-section
of last. (After Schultze.)

ginning, o\ving to the

smaller amount of closing in from the sides of the lateral lips
of the blastopore. (Fig. 19, B.)
A section at right angles to the last section in the plane of

the line in Fig. 25, A, is shown in Fig. 25,B. The archenteron is seen in the upper part of the section. Its upper or
dorsal wall is made up of small cells, while its floor is formed
of large cells filled with yolk. The segmentation-cavity fills
the centre of the section.

During' the time when the yolk-plug is withdrawing from
the surface, the segmentation-cavity becomes smaller, owing',

without doubt. to the intrusion of the large yolk-mass into its

interior, and finally, when the archenteron begins to open, the
segmentation-cavity is almost entirely obliterated. The segmentation-cavity is thus utilized by the embryo, for into this

cavity is pushed the yolk-mass as the latter is overgrown by
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the blastopore-lips. This statement does not necessaril,y imply,

however, that tlie segmentation-cavity was prepared especially
in view of the subsequent changes.
It wil be seen from the foregoing acconnt that the walls of
the archenteron are formed as the blastopore closes in. The'

floor of the archenteron (Fig. 26, B) is nothing more than the

surfaee of the 100ver white hemisphere that is overgrown. The
origin of the roof and sides of the archenteron is soiiewhat diJ1-

cult to understand. "\Ve have seen that around the crescent of

the blastopore certain cells ha ve p~llled in, leaving a depression
on the surface. It is impossible to say jnst how far the cells

that pull in continue to be drawn inward, because simultmie-

ous1y the lips of the blastopore roll over. This brings us to
a discussion of the second topic.
THE OVEIWIWWTH OF THE BLASTOPORIC HDr

2) There are at least tìvo ways in which we may think of
the closing in of the lips of the blastopore,i.e. there are two

ways, either of which might explain the cov,ering of the white

by the black cells. "\Ve iiay think of the fJ'ee ed/ie of the
blastopore as growing toward a iiiddle point. Ch we may
imagine that the lateral and dorsal edges actually rcill in

toward the middle line. The latter process seems to he that
which probably takes place, for ,Jordan ('93) has seen the outer
dark cells actually rolling oyer and into the archenteron in the
living egg.

1'he dorsal and lateral walls of the archenteron wil then be
formed in part, or entirely, from those cells of the surface

that have rolled in and have come to lie beneath the surface.
These are the cells, therefore, that have been at one time
situated at the surface of the emlH'yonic ring, and inasmuch

as the ad vance of the dorsal lip takes place very largely by
the fusion of the lateral lips, it follows that the material for
the greater part of the dorsal wall of the archenteron comes

from cells at one time oll the outer surface of the egg. I am
inclined to think that at first there is also an actual in-pulling

of cells aloiig the blastoporic rim so that cells at one time below

the outer surface come also to stand, later, at the sides of the
archenteron, £. e. where the dorsal and yentral walls meet.
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THE Omcax OF THE MESODER:\I

3) It is difficult to give an account of the method of development of the mesoderm, beeause there are almost as many
different descriptions of the process as authors who have described it. I have without hesitation set aside those accounts

where the author has transparently sought to find his precon-

ceived theories demonstrated in his drawings of the sections of

the embryo. In the second place, several of the more recent
accounts have started out, I think, with a false conception of

the position of the embryo on the egg and its method of formation, hence in these accounts the method of tlie formation of

the mesoderm is likely to be erroneously described, although
in several cases the a(;tual drawings of the sections have been,
I believe, aecurately made. I have followed as far as possible
those interpretations that are in conformity with the experimental results relating to the growth of the emhryo. Certain
abnormal embryos, to be described later (Chapter VII), that

first appeal' as a ring around the egg throw" I think, also much
light on the subject.

The cells that are to form the mesodermal layer are present

at the time when the dorsal lip of the blastopore has first
appeared, and even just prior to tliat time. The innermost
of those cells forming the ring around the egg are the cells

that become the mesoderm (Fig. 19, B). These cells are
earried up to the median dorsal line of the embryo by the
closure of the blastopore (Fig. 24, A, B, C). They wil then
he found forming a layer or sheet of cells (Fig. 25, B) that
separates itself on the outer side from the thick layer of small
ectodermal cells (that has been simultaneously lifted up) and
that is separated on the inner surface, hut not very sharply if
at all, from the dorsal and dorso-Iateral walls of the archen-

teron. A continuous sheet of tissue is formed in this way

over the dOlsal surface stretching across the middle line.
AccOlding to soiie accounts, the fusion of this mesoblastic

sheet with the endodenn is much closer in the mid-dorsal line
than on each side. \Ve may, however, think of the mesoder-

mal layer and endodennal layer as coming up together to the

median line from the sides, so that we are to think of the
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mesodermal and endodermal cells as being together from the
beginning.
DIFFERENT ACCOUNTS OF THE ORIGIN ûJ' THE AIWHENTEIWN
AND 1\EsODEIt~r
Before following further the fate of these concentric coats

or layers of cells, the so-called "germ-layers," we may for a
moment examin0 some other descriptions that have been given

as to the method of formation of the archenteron in the frog.
The most common view of the method of gastrulation of the
frog has been that a process of invagination takes place at the
dorsal lip of the blastopore. This process is supposed to be

brought about by the drawing inwards and upwards of a fold

of the outer wall, so that a blind sac forms. As this presses
forward into the yolk, the latter pushes before it and fills up
the segmentation-cavity. At the same time the mesoderm is

described as growing forward from the region of the blastopore
over the dorsal surface of the embryo.

Other authors represent, hO\vever, the dorso-latentI edges
of the archenteron proliferating cells along the two sides to
form the mesoderm, while in the mid-dors¡tl line a solid block
of endoderm cuts off to form the notochord. Hertwig has gone
so far as to affirm that at the dorso-lateral edges of the ¡uchenteron there are traces of a pail' of lateral pouches along each
side, and tlmt these give rise to the cells that push in between
the ectoderm and endodenn to form the middle layer.
Robinson and Assheton ('Dl) assert that the old account of
the fonnation of the archenteron by invagination is entirely

erroneous, and that the cavity of the archenteron owes its existence to a process of progressive splitting 01' separation of the

large yolk-cells of the lower hemisphere, and that this splitting
extends up into the yolk beneath the upper hemisphere. The
dorsal lip of the blastopore remains approximately stationary

where it first formed, and the anus develops arollHl this point.1
i In a later acconnt Asshetoii ('0'1) has mnch altered his former view. He
describes only the anterior end of the archenteron as formed as a split amongst
the endoderm-cells, while the posterior third of the archenteron is, he thinks, the
result of the overgrowth of the dorsal and

lateral

lips of the blastopore.
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Both assumptions are, I think, erroneous, as a study of the
changes that take place in the dorsal lip wil convince anyone
who wil take the trouble to follow in the living egg the
iiethod by which the closure of the blastopore takes place.
LA'I'm DEVELOPMENT OF Ti-m MESODERì.\I AND OlUOTN OF
THE N OTOCl-IORD

Schultze ('88), who has studied the formation of the middle
germ-layer of the frog, has given an aecura.te account of the

condition of the mesoblast in the embryo during the period of
overgrowth of the blastopore. He has done this, too, despite
the fact that he believes the embryo of the frog to be formed
over the upper or black hemisphere of the egg. This belief has
not, however, in my opinion, vitiated in any degree his descrip-

tion of the position of the mesoblast after its formation. I
have, therefore, reproduceclhis fìgures in Fig. 2G, A-E.
If a cross-section be made through an embryo (in the plane
of the dark line of Fig. 25, A) at the time \vhen the blastopore

has assumed ¡t crescentic shape, we find over the surface of
the seetion a thick envelope of ectoderm. The eetoderii is at
this time eomposed of about four layers of cells (Fig. 25,

B).

In the outermost layer the cells are columnar in shape. In
the eentre of the section there is a large segmentation-cavity

sUlTounded hy large yolk-bearing cells. The archenteron, as
seen in cross-section, is a large, arched eavity, its lower ìvall

formed by yolk-cells and its dorsal wall covered by a layer of

siiall cells showing a tendency to become flattened against one
another. Ahove the upper ìntll of the arehenteron, and between
it and the ectoderm, is a thick layer of cells. This layer

stretches out on each side of the embryo as a lateral sheet, but
the edg'es of the sheet merge insensibly into the yolk-bearing

cells at the sides. \Vhcre this middle layer (mesodenn) is
sharply defined, we can easily distinguish its cells from those

of the endoderm, for the mesorlennal cells are smaller and pigmented. A t the free edge of the sheet it becomes, however,

impossible to distinguish between the cells of the mesoderm
and of the endoderm.

If we examine ~t complete series of sections through this
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embryo, we fiml that the layer of meSOdel'll is inserted be-

tween ectoderm and yolk-cells oyer all the posterior half of
the embryo. There is ,t small antero-ventral region into
which the mesodel'n does not extend. At a point posterioi' to
the section described above, we find the mesoderm extending
miich farther ventrally, so as to nearly encircle this region of
the embryo. The blastopore is completely encire1ed by the
sheet of mesoderm.
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A

111(:. :2(;. - A. I.iongoitiidiiial seetion t.hrongh a YOtliig enibl'Yo of Hana. B, C, D,
E, Cross-seetioiis of last in planes of liiies in A,

Cross-sections through an older einbr,Yo are drawn in Fig. 2G,

B, C, D, E. The embryo has i1attened along- the mid-dorsal line.
The ectoderm has become thinner along this line, where a faint
groove can be seen on the surface of the living egg-,-tlie priiii-

line, the eetorlel'll
is somewhat thicker than before, and the cells are more closely
packed together. The ectoderm over the surface of the embryo

tive groove. On each side of the mid-dorsal

consists of an outer layer and of seyeral inner layers of cells.
The cavity of the archenteron has opened out and is very large.
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As before, its ventral wall is composed of larger and yolk-bearlaterally the walls are formed of smaller

ing cells. Above and

cells. The latter have now arranged themselves in a definite

layer, alllhave become somewhat llattened (Fig. 2G, 13, C, D).
This layer is also sharply separated from the mesoderm. The
mesOllel'n, as compared with its previous condition, has under-

gone important changes. It has extended further ventrally,
has met from the right and
and
left sides in the mid-ventral
line
along most of the ventral surface. Over the dorsal ancl doi'solateral walls of the archenteron it forms a thinner layer of cells

than in the earlier embryo (Fig. 25, B).
There is stil a ventral region of the embryo where the ectoderm and the yolk-cells are in contact, i.e. a region into which
the mesodcrm has not extended (Fig. 2G, C). The medullary
plate is seen in cross-section. It will be noticed that the plate
is much thinner in the mid-dorsal line than at the sides. On
each side the medullary plates show it differentiation into two
parts. The most lateral and ventral edge of the plate is formed
of cells less closely held together thaii those nearer the middorsal
line. This mass of rounded cells is the beginning of the
neural crest.

The mesoderm in the mid-dorsal line is thickened in the
posterior sections. According to some writers, this median

mesoderm has alwa,l)s up to this time remained closcl,1) fused witli
the la/ieI" al endoderm beneath

it. It marks the beginning of the

iiotochorcl.

The forÌiiation of the notochord takes place from behind
forwa.rds, so that in the same embryo different stages of its

development may be found (Fig. 26, D, E).
'fhe account given above of the formation of the notochord

is not generally accepted, particularly since the formation of
the notochord from the endodel'n is the method followed by

many, perhaps by all other vertebrates. That a median mass
of tissne stretches at first across the dorsaI median wall of the
nrchenteron in the frog cannot be denied, but many embryolo-

gists have preferred an interpretation different from that which
I have followed. It is affirmed that there is always a closer con-

nection between the endoderm and the tissne lying above it in the

dorsal median line than between the endoderm on each side of
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the mid-dorsal line and the mesoderm. Further, it is said, that

the cord of cells in the median dorsal line remains for a longer
time connected with the mid-dorsal endoderm than does the
mesoderm at each side with the lateral endoderm, and that the

notochord separates from its lateral connections (right and
left) with the mesodel'n, while it stil remains for a time

closely fusecl in the mid-line with the encloderm.

In the newt and in other urodeles the endoderm in the middorsal line thickens and bends upward to form a longitudinal
fold. The fold pinehes off from the endoderm and forms a cord

of cells, - the notoehord. In the posterior end of the toad's
notochord the same method of development may be seen sometimes to take place.1

,Vith such deal' evidence of the method of formation of the
notochord from endoderm in the newt, it is not surprising that
embryologists have attempted to interpret the changes th¡tt

take place in the frog in the same way. The main diflcnlty
arises from an unwilingness on their part to derive the notochord from the so-called middle genu-layer, or mesoderni. The
question therefore turns, fol' them, on ìvhat they wil call the

middle layer in the frog, and what not the middle layer.
Since, however, all the cells in this region have had ¡t common

origin, the question is perhaps a trivial one; for we cannot doubt,
I think, that had some of the cells in the middle line passed a

little to one side or the other of the mediai! line, they would

ha ve been capable of becoming mesoderm, and, vice veJ'srZ, had

some of the lateral cells come to J ie nearer to the mÏddle line,
then they would have taken part in the formation of the

notochord.

The notochord separates entirely from the mesoderm and
endodel'u, aud becomes rounded in cross-section. On each

side of the notochord the mesoderm becomes thicker, as is
shown in Fig. 42. The final stage in the closure of the medullary folds and the changes that take place in the mesoderm
wil be described in a later chapter.
1 Field ('D;,) ,

